Users can manually input Universal Transverse Mercators (UTM). The system is a
system of coordinates that describes position on a map. GPS receivers can display
locations in UTM coordinates. Most maps, especially those for hikers,
display UTM coordinate points. Users may input coordinate points by hovering
directly over the centerpoint of a communications tower, and save those points
for future flights/inspections/inventory audits, etc.

Best practices suggest that the entrance/exit altitude be greater in altitude than the operational altitude to
ensure avoidance of obstacles, allowing the operator time to respond in the event of an unnoticed obstacle in
the planning stages.

COMBINING MISSION PARAMETERS
Insert a Structure Scan (or Survey) mission. Set the parameters of the mission,
Insert a second Structure Scan (or survey mission) and set the parameters of the mission. DataPilot will
complete the first, and then second missions.
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Various mission types may be mixed dependent on user needs.
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CORRIDOR SCANS
Roadways, powerlines, train tracks, footpaths, and other narrow winding areas may be set up as “corridor
scans.” Corridor scans enable the H520 to fly long pathways with overlap for these sorts of missions.

This is an example of a corridor scan, with inserted zoom to provide an idea of the detail available

To create the CORRIDOR SCAN, tap the “Survey” softkey, and select CORRIDOR SCAN.

A new dialog window will open with a base, straight, CORRIDOR SCAN in place.
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Set the desired altitude for the scan, allowing for the height of powerlines, communication lines, or foliage in the
area. The previous finished example on the preceding page was captured at an altitude of 150’/45m. Ground
resolution (inches per pixel) will display below the altitude. Ground resolution may also be used to determine
height; use caution with high resolution; the altitude/height of the H520 may be too low for safe/obstructionfree flight.
Set the width of the corridor. If a 3D scan is planned, add 30% of the width of the corridor to ensure enough
data is created. 2D scans/orthomaps require less data. For example, a typical 45’ road needs an additional 30%
more area, for a total width of 59’.
Turn the vertex/line to match the direction of the road. Zoom in on the map to more accurately identify the
edge boundaries of each angle/line/vertice.
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In this image, seven vertices have been inserted, allowing the H520 to follow the curvature of the roadway.

The small “+” symbol in the vertex allows additional vertices to be created/inserted in the pathway, allowing for
numerous angles to follow the road (as seen in the image on the previous page).
The aircraft will fly the white lines detailed in the pathway.
When Enter/Exit points are selected for adjustment, the vertice indicators become invisible, displaying only the
lines of flight. Enter points are generally set near point of launch/take-off, and exit points (depending on the
width of the scan) frequently are found at the opposite end. This is where RETURN TO GCS feature has value if
the pilot has the ability to transit the scan area. Local regulations may or may not allow for the pilot to operate
the H520 from a moving vehicle. Setting the RETURN TO GCS causes the H520 aircraft to return to the location
of the ST16S.

TERRAIN FOLLOW
When inserting a Corridor Scan, an option at the bottom of the scan properties allows users to choose TERRAIN
FOLLOWING. This feature allows the aircraft to use elevation data from a mapping source, to control the H520
over rising/falling terrain.
The value and benefit of Terrain Following is that the ground sample distance (GSD) remains constant
throughout the flight, ensuring clean image stitching.
Terrain data is downloaded separately from an area map. If terrain following is a desired feature while planning
offline, check the “FETCH ELEVATION DATA” in the “ADD NEW MAP SET” found in the offline maps. This may
only be accessed while the ST16S is connected to a hotspot (field) or WIFI access point in the home or office.
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The area map and the terrain map will download as separate files.

Note the elevation information is very small compared to the area map file. These may be exported to USB drive
from the ST16S for later reference, or recall to refly/rescan the same area again.
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Export

Cancel

It is recommended that large tile sets be exported, archived, and re-imported when not being used to save
storage space on the ST16S.

DataPilot makes corridor capture/scan very efficient when multiple vertices and terrain following are used together.
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The Terrain Following feature may also be applied to WayPoints.
When a WayPoint is inserted and Terrain Following is desired, tap the ALTITUDE down arrow in the WayPoint
submenu. Three choices appear;
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WARNING
Use extreme caution when selecting the ALTITUDE ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL/MSL.
If the absolute MSL is not known, use Altitude Above Terrain as the default
choice. Without knowing absolute Mean Sea Level, the aircraft may collide with
the earth.
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COMBINING MISSIONS
Surveys and Waypoint flights may be combined in one mission, removing the requirement that the aircraft
land and be re-set for oblique flights.
Surveys require “nadir” or downward-facing camera angles. This is ideal for creating an orthomap, and
provides an identical angle for all images. In some instances, this is all that is needed to create a rudimentary
3D map. However, 3D mapping is best achieved through a combination of nadir and “oblique” photos
(photos taken at a slanted angle to the subject). Oblique images provide for better side skinning when
creating 3D models.
After creating the Survey mission, tap the Waypoint icon and insert the first waypoint. Camera yaw should
be adjusted to face the subject, and camera angle should be slanted. 45° is a common angle; distance from
the object will determine the camera angle. Adding a waypoint mission that is very close to the subject will
create challenges in the 3D stitching process; we recommend a distance similar to the altitude of the Survey
portion of the capture, when possible. Always check the flight area for obstacles when creating Waypoints
in a mission. Maps may not always be up to date.

ADJUSTING WAYPOINTS
Waypoints may be deleted, modified, or edited for position in the Waypoint
properties dialog. At the top of each waypoint is a three-line soft button.
Tapping this button opens up several options for waypoint management.
In the submenu that opens, users may:






Insert a new waypoint
Insert a Survey
Delete the waypoint
Edit the Position of the waypoint

Editing the position of a waypoint may be achieved through manually
moving the waypoint via the touchscreen and dragging the waypoint.
Precision points may be set via GPS coordinates, or by inserting
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) points. These are tools used by
inspectors and GIS surveyors, yet also offer precision-uses for other
data-capture requirements.
Input the required GPS (Latitude/Longitude) value and press the “Set
Geographic” soft button.
If UTM coordinates are to be used, set the correct Easting/Northing
(assuming Northern Hempisphere) and press the “Set UTM” soft
button. Users in the Southern Hemisphere will want to set the
Hemisphere value to Southern. The Zone setting for both Northern and
Southern Hemispheres is typically determined from map/GPS location.
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LAUNCHING A MISSION
After successfully uploading the mission from the mission planning view to the H520, tap the Y icon on the
top left of the ST16S. This will return to the DataPilot™ home display screen. To begin a mission, swipe the
‘Slide to Confirm’ slider from left to right.

WARNING
Ensure the launch area is clear of personnel, equipment and obstacles prior to
sliding the start button.




Aircraft goes straight up from Home position to the altitude specified in the Takeoff waypoint.
Aircraft then travels at that altitude to the location of the Takeoff waypoint.
Aircraft then proceeds with the mission.

Note: If the slider is not present on the DataPilot™ Home screen, tap the ‘Action’ button on
the Fly panel, then tap ‘Start Mission’.

SYNC MISSIONS WITH AIRCRAFT
•
•
•
•
•

Upload – Upload the current planned mission from the
ST16S to the H520.
Download – Download the current mission from the
H520 to the ST16S.
Save to File – Save the current planned mission to a file
on the ST16S.
Load from File – Loads a saved mission from the ST16S
to the mission planning view.
Remove All – Remove the current mission from the
mission planning view and from the H520. If the
mission is not to be re-flown, it is recommended that
missions always be removed from aircraft following a
successful flight.
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CENTER






Mission – Center the map on the center of the current mission area.
All Items – Centers the map on the center of all mission items.
Home – Centers the map on the current set home location from the H520.
Current Location – Centers the map on the current location of the ST16S. Disabled if no GPS signal
is available on the ST16S.
Aircraft – Centers the map on the current location of the H520. Disabled if no GPS signal is
available on the H520.

MISSION INFO BAR
The mission status bar is located on top of the mission planning view.

SELECTED WAYPOINT






Alt Diff – Difference in altitude between current waypoint and previous waypoint.
Azimuth – Compass heading to previous waypoint from current waypoint.
Heading – Compass heading from current waypoint to next waypoint.
Gradient – % change in absolute altitudes from previous waypoint to current waypoint.
Distance – Distance from previous waypoint to current waypoint.

TOTAL MISSION




Distance – Total distance to be traveled during current mission.
Time – Estimated time required to complete current mission.
Max Telemetry Dist – Maximum distance between H520 and ST16S during current mission.
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BATTERY
Batteries Required – Estimated number of batteries required to complete current mission.
Swap Waypoint – Predetermined waypoint for H520 to RTL for battery swap.

UPLOAD REQUIRED/UPLOAD
Soft key required to upload the current planned mission from the ST16S to the H520. When the Upload
Required soft key is flashing, this indicates the missions are out of sync, and a new upload is required to
sync the mission to the H520 prior to mission start.

After tapping this button, a thin green progress bar should appear just below the Mission Info Bar, and hear
a successful chime from the H520 when the upload is complete. Once the H520 has received the current
planned mission, the Upload Required will change to Upload.

Note: If the error message ‘Error during Mission communication with Aircraft: Aircraft did not
request all items from ground station: MISSION_REQUEST’, is received, try the upload
again. This typically means that something interfered with the transfer. If the mission
repeatedly fails to upload, move the aircraft and ST16S to a different location to avoid
transmission interference.

VIEWING A MISSION ON THE ST16S
To view the current mission while the H520 is flying, return to the DataPilot™ home screen by tapping the
Y icon. Tap the map rectangle in the lower left corner to switch to the map view. The map view shows the
planned mission with the current location of the H520 overlaid on a map. The Pilot can follow and track the
status of the mission in this view, as well as see camera indicators where images are being captured.
To switch back to the camera view, tap on the rectangle on the lower left corner. This view displays the live
video feed from the camera and enables the Pilot to observe the surroundings from the perspective of the
camera.

INTERRUPTING A MISSION
To interrupt a mission in progress, move any of the control sticks on the ST16S, this will give the Pilot
immediate control of the H520.
To auto-return to the home/launch position, flip the switch S4 on the ST16S from Angle flight mode (middle
position) to RTL mode (bottom position). Return to home may also be executed by selecting the RTL mode
from the mode menu in the top center. Select manual mode (top position of S4) if manual control of the
aircraft is preferred. During the mission, gimbal settings may be adjusted at any time via the gimbal control
switches and dials on the ST16S.
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If an RTL is triggered during a leg (between two waypoints), the default resume mission action will re-start
from the current waypoint and not the destination waypoint. If the Pilot wants to resume from the next
waypoint or another waypoint, he must specifically select that waypoint.

PAUSING A MISSION
The Pilot may want to pause a mission to avoid obstacles or regain his bearings. To pause a mission, tap on
the Pause button in the Fly panel. This will cause the H520 to hover and maintain its position. This feature
is useful when needing to

RESUMING A MISSION
To resume an interrupted mission, slide the ‘Resume Mission’ slider on the bottom of the DataPilot™ home
screen. If the slider is not present or if the dialog box has been closed, tap the Action button on the Fly menu
and select ‘Resume Mission’.
The first ‘Resume Mission’ confirmation rebuilds and uploads the updated mission plan to the aircraft. If
the upload times out due to an error, the Pilot can swipe to try the upload again. Once the new mission is
successfully uploaded, the user must confirm another ‘Resume Mission’ dialog to takeoff and restart/resume the mission.

Note: The aircraft must acquire a GPS lock before it can resume a mission. If the user swipes
the second ‘Resume Mission’ confirmation without GPS ready, the system will display
a "Unable to start mission: Aircraft not ready" error. In this scenario, the ‘Resume
Mission’ dialog will be hidden. To resume the mission, tap on the Action button and
select ‘Start Mission’. Because the new mission has already been uploaded to the
aircraft, ‘Start Mission’ will resume the correct mission.

BATTERY CHANGES DURING MISSION
If a battery change is required during a planned mission, the H520 will automatically execute a RTL and
land. Once the H520 has landed, remove the depleted battery and replace with a charged battery. Wait
for the H520 to establish a connection with the ST16S and GPS lock.

Note: The aircraft may take up to two minutes to reconnect.
Once both signals have been locked, a ‘Resume Mission’ slider will appear on the bottom of the Fly
view. Slide the arrow to confirm resuming the mission. Ensure the launch area is clear of personnel,
equipment and obstacles, prior to sliding the ‘Resume Mission’ slider.

ENDING A MISSION
Once the H520 has landed after completing a mission, a pop-up window will appear on the right side of the
DataPilot™ Home Screen. This window will ask if the Pilot would like to leave the mission on the H520 or
remove the mission from the H520. Selecting to remove the mission will delete the current mission from
the aircraft’s memory. Uploading a new mission will overwrite the current mission on the H520.
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REFLY A MISSION
After completing a mission, if the mission requires re-flight, tap on the first waypoint (to reset the current
mission item), and then tap ‘Start Mission’ under the Action button menu. The mission will begin again from
the beginning. Similarly, if the Pilot wants to resume the mission from a certain waypoint, he can select that
waypoint, and then choose ‘Start Mission’ as above.

REMOVING A MISSION
To remove the current mission on the H520, either upload a new mission or select ‘Remove All’ from the
Sync button in the Plan panel. Turning off the power to the aircraft and restarting will not remove the
mission.

GEAR SWITCH
In mission mode, the landing gear will automatically retract after reaching takeoff altitude. After the
mission is complete and a RTL is triggered, the landing gear will continue to stay up until it reaches the home
position. The landing gear will come down prior to descending from the RTL altitude. To deploy the landing
gear after exiting Mission mode, the Pilot may need to cycle (flip up and down) the landing gear switch to
activate the switch. However, in Angle and Manual flight mode, the gear switch will respond correctly to
the selected position.

Note: During RTL after mission complete, the Pilot may need to cycle (flip up and down) the
landing gear switch twice to bring down the landing gear.
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FLIGHT MODES
NOT CONNECTED FLIGHT MODE
Not Connected Flight mode is set when there is no aircraft bound to DataPilot™. A valid RC connection is
required for a flight mode to be present.

AUTO-POSITION FLIGHT MODE
Auto-Position Flight mode is automatically set when the aircraft is flying autonomously but has no
commands to execute. In this case, the H520 will hold its current position and hover in place.

MANUAL FLIGHT MODE
Manual Flight mode is selected either by flipping switch S4 to the top position or tapping the flight mode
soft key on the DataPilot™ home screen. Manual Flight mode disables all GPS on the H520, however
altitude is maintained using barometric sensors. Manual Flight mode enables the Pilot to fly in GPS-denied
environments such as indoors or under/around obstacles. Manual Flight mode will not prevent drifting
during maneuvers, hence the Pilot is required to apply opposite stick input to stop drift. Manual flight Mode
is indicated on the H520 by the yellow LEDs on the two rear motor arms.

ANGLE FLIGHT MODE
Angle Flight mode is selected by centering switch S4 or by tapping the flight mode soft key on the
DataPilot™ home screen. Angle Flight mode incorporates GPS, barometric and other sensors to maintain
stable position in-flight. Angle Flight mode is indicated on the H520 by the purple LEDs on the two rear
motor arms.

MISSION FLIGHT MODE
Mission Flight mode is the mission execution mode. After uploading and starting a mission, the H520 will
automatically be set to Mission flight mode. Mission Flight mode is indicated on the H520 by the blue LEDs
on the two rear motor arms.

RETURN TO LAUNCH (RTL) FLIGHT MODE
Return to Launch flight mode is selected by placing switch S4 in the full down position or by tapping the RTL
soft key on the ST16S Fly panel. Return to Launch Flight mode is an automatic execution of the H520 to
return to the launch point. During RTL, the Pilot has limited control over the H520. RTL Flight mode is
indicated by flashing blue LEDs on the two rear motor arms.

LOW BATTERY FLIGHT MODE
During low battery flight mode, the H520 will attempt to RTL. In some cases, the H520 might be too far
from the launch site to return. During low battery flight mode, the Pilot has limited lateral control and no
vertical control of the H520. Low battery flight mode is indicated by flashing red LEDs on the two rear
motor arms.
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USING DATAPILOT™ ON A DESKTOP/LAPTOP COMPUTER
DataPilot™ functions on a desktop or laptop computer, without requiring an aircraft to be connected. The
application does not have the ability to launch nor control flight; it has been created for creating and
exporting missions in a remote environment. The application is useful in organizations where missions are
planned away from a mission location, where mission planners may not be piloting the H520 aircraft, or
missions are to be programmed in an office environment. Any mission programmed in the desktop
application may be transferred to the ST16S via remote connection, thumbdrive, MicroSD card, or by
emailing the ST16S directly from the desktop.
The Yuneec DataPilot application may be installed on either Apple or Windows systems.
After installing the application, an icon will be found on the desktop.

Double-click the icon to open the desktop planning application.

The application is similar in appearance to the ST16S version of DataPilot™ with minor differences. Note
that there is no Video window, and no vehicle connection nor General Menu screen.
Missions may be planned with greater efficiency, and shared with the pilot, stored for recall during
recurring projects, archived for project management, or for legal purposes. For example, a Public Safety
Organization may choose to plan an accident scene scan from inside a patrol car, vs working with the
smaller screen of the ST16S, or perhaps the flight plan requires saving into a flight log/fleet management
system. DataPilot Planner is designed for off-site or detailed planning of missions.
Logs may also be downloaded directly from the aircraft or ST16S using the DataPilot™ Planner application.
Mission preferences are set in the General Menu settings. Access the General Menu by clicking on the
icon.
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In the General Menu, preferred Units are set (Requires restart of the application after settings are
selected). In this menu, Distance units (feet/meters), Area (Square Miles, Square Feet, Square Kilometers,
Hectares, Acres), Speed (Miles/hour, Meters per Second, Feet Per Second, Kilometers per Hour, Knots),
the Color Scheme (Outdoor/Indoor), Map Provider (Google, Esri, Bing, Statkart), and Map Type (Satellite,
Street, Terrain) may be selected. A default mission altitude may be set.

Create a mission and click on SYNC | SAVE TO FILE. Store the mission on a MicroSD card, or email the file
to an email account that may be accessed on the ST16S.
Open DataPilot™ and tap the PLAN view icon to open the Mission Planning interface. Tap SYNC | LOAD
FROM FILE and browse to either the MicroSD card, or to a file location where an emailed file has been
received/stored.
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Load the .plan mission file and execute the desktop-planned mission.
Following the mission execution, .plan files may be stored with images from the mapping mission for
project management purposes. Use the “Export Mission” feature found in DataPilot™ to export the
mission to a MicroSD card that may be copied to a storage device, or email the .plan file to a desktop,
Project Manager, IT department, etc.

REMOTE TRANSFER
Missions may be transferred to/from the ST16S and the desktop computer. Connect the ST16S to the same
network as the desktop computer. Launch DataPilot™ and in the DataPilot™Planner application, open the
remote connection by first tapping the
connection dialog will open.

soft button in the upper left corner of the screen. The Remote

Choose the appropriate ST16S and select “connect.” The ST16S and the DataPilot™ Planner application will
sync and prepare for bi-directional file transfer.
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The ST16S will display a window, demonstrating the connection and that DataPilot™ on the ST16S is not
accessible during remote connection sessions.

DataPilot™ Planner will then offer options for data transfer.
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If missions planned on the DataPilot™ Planner are to be transferred to the ST16S, choose “Send Missions”
in the Local dialog. This will open a file chooser where a mission plan may be selected and transferred
directly to the ST16S for upload to the H520 aircraft.

Choose a mission(s) to be transferred and select “Start.” The mission(s) will be transferred to the ST16S.
These files may be accessed through “load mission” on the ST16S Sync dialog once the files have been
successfully transferred.

Successful transfers will be indicated the Send Missions dialog.
Close the connection by choosing”Close” and then “Disconnect” from the dialog.

TELEMETRY FILES
Telemetry files (tlogs) may be downloaded from the ST16S using the DataPilot™ Planner application.
Choose “Fetch Logs” from the Remote Sync Menu, and a file chooser will open.
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Multiple files may be selected for download. These files may be used for examining issues during flight,
technical support, or archived along with other flight-related files such as vehicle logs, missions, and data
captured during a specific flight.
Logs may also be deleted in this window, enabling users to free up space on the ST16S.

VEHICLE LOGS
Aircraft/Vehicle logs may also be downloaded by connecting the H520 via USB to the computer.
Select “Refresh” from the Log Download menu, and the aircraft log file chooser will open. Missions may be
downloaded here. Memory-dependent, some computer systems may not allow for all logs to be
downloaded at once. If the application is unable to download all files at once, download files in groups of 4-5
files per download for best results.
With DataPilot™ Planner open, connect the aircraft to the computer via USB.
A green line will show connection progress across the top of the GUI. Once the connection is complete, logs
may be downloaded from the H520 aircraft.

Select the “Log Download” button on the left side of the DataPilot™ Planner interface and the logfile
chooser will open.
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If no logs are shown, select the “Refresh” button on the right side of the chooser. This will refresh the view,
and all logs on the aircraft will be visible and available for download. If the aircraft has flown many times,
there may be quite a few logs and may take a few minutes to fully populate the chooser.
Select desired logs for download and select the “Download” button on the right side of the chooser.

As with Tlogs, some computer systems may not be able to download large multiples of files at once. If this
occurs, select 5-6 files at a time for download.
Log files on the aircraft may be erased at any time.
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Please contact your local dealer for updated information regarding this H520 aircraft, DataPilot™,
DataPilot™ Planner, UpdaterPilot™ or the ST16S Ground Station Control.

Our warranty conditions can be found on our website at www.yuneec.com.
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